BRINGING LEGACY SYSTEM DATA TO LIFE WITH DOMO

THE CLIENT
NASDAQ-listed payment services provider Jetpay provides credit card, payroll processing and prepaid card solutions, with a focus on outsourced payroll processing.

THE CHALLENGE
• A need to view customer and invoice data from a mainframe system
• Access accurate accounting information promptly
• Calculate the kpis needed to monitor business performance
• Mainframe data contaminated with garbage records
• No insight on the methods and frequency of clients’ submission of information, including customer size and winning or losing customer base

THE APPROACH
• Install domo workbench on the mainframe system
• Deploy domo to push data from the mainframe behind the firewall to the domo data warehouse
• Once imported into domo create automatic data transformations to combine several tables into one
• Cleanse the data and generate a database to create trends
• Power the dashboard on customer and finance metrics from the resulting data manipulation

THE RESULTS
• Jetpay now has near-real-time dashboards comprising all customer and finance kpis
• All data is united in a single domo environment where it can be viewed and discussed, meetings run and insights used to make data-driven business decisions

“Acceleration’s technical support of the DoubleClick Suite has been instrumental in helping us setup and get the most out of this powerful platform.”

Mark Urry
Marketing Manager
SafariNow

How could Acceleration’s expertise in Domo work for your business?
Get in touch. Email us at sales@acceleration.biz